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Magic training roblox spells

Thumbnail of the game is a form of magic words used as a magical charm or mantra. These can either be used to inflict death on others, pass damage, protect and protect yourself or those around you from harm, recover health, or for other diverse purposes. As of July 2020, there are 60 casting spells. Content [Show] Crime Amazing ♬ Duro: Target
Encases in Stone . ♬ Ebublio: Encases the target in a bubble, which will then begin to swim upwards and the direction was hit for an extended amount of target time; Reversible with difido. ♬ Glasius: freezes the target in the snow for 30 seconds; Reversible with incentio or difido. ♬ Obstacle: Stun the target player for 30 seconds; Reversible with rainweight.
♬ Incarceration: Binds targets with rope and restricts them from moving and casting spells for an extended period of time; Reversible with rilchio or difido. - Levicorpos: Hoists the goal from ankle to air for 12 seconds; Reversible with lybercorpus or finite inentetum. ♬ Locomotor Vibli: prevents the target from advancing for a few seconds; Reversible with
finite Incantatem. ♬ Petraficus Totalus: magically reduces the target; Reversible with finite Incantatem. ♬ Pruena Tempestis (elder stick exclusive): creates a rear ring of blue particles around the caster for a critical time; All players within the range will be frozen in ice, and will take damage and eventually die given the long exposure. This ring disappears
after a while, or once the user unicapses his stick. ♬ Stupa: moves the victim backwards at a short distance, and stuns them for a few seconds; Reversible with rainweight. ♬ Tarantaran: The goal causes it to be uncontrollable so that he starts dancing for a short time; Reversible with finite Incantatem. The killing of Avada Kedwara: fire a green beam that
causes instantaneous death at the target; Cannot be reversed. - Defodio: When hit, a non-damaging explosion causes and targets can be stunned as they begin to quickly lose health, and eventually perish within 8 seconds; Reversible with Episki or Vulnera Santour and unstening with rainweight. ♬ Deletion: inflicts instantaneous death, causing the target to
dissolve in dust; Cannot be reversed. ♬ Infernam (Elder Stick Exclusive): creates a rear fire ring around the caster; Any player within the range will quickly suffer and die within seconds. The firestorm disappears after a while, or once castor unecapses his stick. ♬ Sectumsempra: the goal causes to be stunned, and will gradually bleed to death within 15
seconds; Reversible with Episki or Vulnera Santour and unstening with rainweight. Loss ♬ Ascending Alarte: Throws the target into the air, and inflict minor damage on the fall. ♬ Baubillious: 10 white bolts casts out, each inflicting 5 damage; An exception for 3x of elder stick Bonus. ♬ Bombarda: Makes an explosive beam, all hit players tackle 60 losses;
Exception to Elder Stick's 3x Cast Bonus. ♬ Confringo: Creates a beam of fire that will explode on impact, dealing with 50 losses to all surrounding players; Additionally ignites them lightly with harmful flame. ♬ Crucio: A slow acting spell which will gradually reduce the health of the target by 80 points; Additionally, they will be unable to cast and constantly
assume a sitting position, allowing them to travel. ♬ Depulso: Forcefully pushes the goal back and deals minor losses. ♬ Difindo: removes the effects of glacius, incarceration and ebblio; If the target is not under such a situation effect, a slight amount of damage is instead dealt with. ♬ Evert Statum: Push the goal back and Expulso deals a little bit of
damage: casts out 3 blue explosive beams, passing 40 losses to goal/goal. ∞ Incendio: Creates a beam of fire that will deal 20 damages on impact, and causes a burning effect that passes an additional 40 damages up to a total of 60 damage; Gleesius and Pruyna reverse the cold effect of tempestas. - Ridcto: A white bolt fire, causing an explosion which
accurately damages 30. ♬ Tonitro: 50 causes the loss, and knocks the target back slightly. ♬ Verdimilius: provides 3 casts of green bolts, causing 15 disadvantages each; It also causes an explosion that is non-damaging on impact. Carp retrackism - non-harmful: draws targets towards caster; The strength of this magic is relative to the distance between
Caster and goal — a long-range cast would pull more than one of a close distance forcefully. ♬ Confundo: The goal causes uncontrollable to move in a confusing way for a short period of time. - Attached: When cast on a target, their stick (when equipped) will be passed to the caster; Otherwise, the target will be pushed back lightly. ♬ Flipendo: Throws the
target back a short distance. ♬ Ritusampra: Repulses the target from a pinpoint distance. - Protect memory attraction - Obliviate: causes a short flash blind and prevents hunting from casting, blocking, or flying; Reversible with finite Incantatem. ♬ Obscuro: Target blind for a short time; Reversible with finite Incantatem. ♬ Silencio: temporarily disables the
victim's chat; Reversible with finite Incantatem. Protego ♬ Safety attraction: creates a small, stable, semi-transparent bubble shield wherever it is molded; After a few seconds gets away from itself, or can be reversed using Aboleo magic. Protego Diabolica (elder stick exclusive)∞): ignite a steady ring of blue flames around the caster; Killing anyone who
attempted to cross, Caster Roblox exempts friends or members of the Ministry of Death Eaters (M.O.D.E.) if Caster is too M.O.D.E.∞ Protego Totalum's: Creates a large, semi-transparent bubble shield that lasts much longer than regular protego; Destroyer using 3x casts of Aboleo magic. Utility Transportation ♬ Appa: Short for apparate, allows the caster to
teleport wherever they click. ♬ Ascending: Shoots the caster high in the air. Episkey ∞ Healing/Counterpels: Shoots out 3 casts of a golden beam, each of which recovers a moderate amount of health. - Finite Inaantem: Counter non-physical condition effect, as well as some stunning effects. ' Liberacorpus: Frees the target from the influence of Levicorpus. ♬
Relashio: The goal causes you to drop your stick, where it can be raised again; Reverses the influence of incarceration. ♬ Rainweight: Reverses the astonishing effects of sextempra, defodio, stupifi, locomotor vibli and obstacle. ♬ Vulnera Sanenter: Gradually fixes the entire health of a goal. Miscellaneous ∞ Abolo: Fires 3 casts of a non-harmful beam that
quickly destroy the shield created by Protego and Protego Totalum; Eliminating regular protego requires only 1 cast, and 3 are required to destroy protego totalum. ♬ Accio: Brings a dropped object such as a stick to caster. ♬ Calvorio: Target's cap/hat ♬ Diminuendo: Shrinks the target's body for a short period of time. ♬ Engorgio Skull: Enhances the head
of the target for a short period of time. ♬ Lumos: Emits light from the end of The Caster's stick. ♬ Melofors: Temporarily replace the head of the target with a pumpkin. ♬ Morsmordre (M.O.D.E. exclusive): Creates a dark mark in the sky (symbolizing death eaters). ♬ Knox: Extinguishes the light inserted by Lumos. There have been spells that were integrated
into the game in the past. However, these mantras were removed because of spam and their abuse, or were otherwise too unbalanced for gameplay. Other spells were removed for unknown reasons: - Aromora: Unlock otherwise sealed doors. ♬ Bombarda Maxima (Big Stick Exclusive): Bombarda created a larger explosive beam than anyone within its
destroyed radius who dealt 100 losses to any player within their destroyed radius, inflicting instantaneous death. ♬ Coloportus: a magic that closed the doors; Reversible by Alohomora. ♬ Kanphingo Maxima: Pulled out an even larger beam of fire than Kanphingo. ♬ 2016 Preservatives: Generate 6 harmless rings of blue light extending outward the tip of the
stick. - Finto Durie: A protective attraction significantly strengthened. ♬ Geminio: Created a clone of caster on the ground effect; If it had hit one player or another clone, that unit would be duplicated instead — cloned objects could be routinely treated as humanoids and suffered from any and all manners of influence. This magic was removed due to a
massive exploit on all game servers. ♬ Immobulus: Emitted an expanding blue area around the caster that stunned It collided with him. ♬ Incendio Maxima: Fired a larger beam of fire than Incendio. ♬ Lumos Maxima: Fired a larger light source than Lumos and it will begin to drift away to the cast direction; Immortality is known to be a component for glitch, so
it has been removed. ♬ Nto: Removed the fabric of the target. - Protego Horibilis: Conjured up a massive, highly durable protective dome. Protego Maxima :Created a larger gradient than Protego Totalum. Protego replaced with dibolica. ♬ Repello Inimicum: Eliminate anyone that comes into contact with the outer part of the shield. - Sernortia: Produced the
same snake, which then attempted to attack the players nearby. ♬ Vipra Ivanka: Eliminated snakes produced by Serpensortia. ♬ Wingerium Leviosa: Uri objects like apples and sticks. Useful link community content is available under CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted. There are many ways to avoid hitting spells including stealing or taking cover. Every
aspect of security counts as defense, and there are much more ways to shield yourself than can be expected. The fastest way to protect yourself, however, is to press the hotkey cue. Your avatar will assume one of the many blocked animations, and an invisible omnidirectional gradient will be projected around you for a few seconds, blocking any magic.
There is a small cooling between the blocks, but this delay also decreases through the use of a large stick. Keep in mind that blocking both inbound and outbound spells, thus it's impossible for you to cast aggressively when blocking. It is not possible to block during the phantom or while infernum or pruna tempesty is being cast. Anonymity also disables the
ability to temporarily block. Using protective charm is another way to avoid spells. Shield charm (Protego) creates a small, agov, semi-transparent bubble shield wherever it is cast, and will fade after a few seconds. Its larger version, Protego Totalum, covers a fairly large area, and lasts several minutes before fading. Similar to his dashing cousin, protective
magic will be cut both ways, interrupted as incoming and outgoing spells. An easy way to circumvent it would simply be to walk inside the shield, as it is possible to walk through the barrier without any harm. It's impossible to apparate directly inside a safety attraction — one would rather find itself straight out of the shield. If an apparat is on top of the hillside,
however, it is possible to fall directly inside the attraction. It takes a regular Protego take down for a cast of shield-breaking charm Aboleo. Three casts are required to break a protego totalum. When brought down by Aboleo, the shield will be orange. However, spells are already able to bypass the charm despite its visibility. Effects such as charm infernum or
prana tempesttis (exclusive to elder stick) will not protect against the field of spells. Blocking does not negate the influence of any of the above mantras nor will it allow the passage through the blue flames of protego dibolica (a large stick exclusive). Stick exclusive).
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